
AbstratAn estimation of the alternation number of a torus knotTetsuya Abe (Osaka City University, D1)The alternation number of a knot is the minimal number of rossing hangesneeded to be an alternating knot. In this talk, we estimate the alternationnumber by using the signature, Rasmussen invariant and Ozsv�ath and Szab�oinvariant. As its appliation, we determine the almost alternating torus knots,solving a onjeture of C. C. Adams.Metri projetions on the positive de�nite onvex oneEunkyung Ahn (Kyungpook National University, D1)The positive de�nite matries play important roles in various branhes ofmathematial ontexts suh as the di�usion tensor magneti resonane imaging(DT-MRI) data. In reent years, we have seen an inreasing demand for dealingwith di�erent operations suh as averaging, projetion, interpolation of positivede�nite data sets. In this paper we fous on projetions of the positive de�nitematrix. On the positive de�nite onvex one, we an desribe several kinds ofappropriate metri to measure loseness of two positive de�nite matries. Givenan n�n positive de�nite matrix P, we have the unique projetion to f�j� > 0gwith respet to eah metri. And we have the result about the unique projetionto geodesi urve A℄B with respet to the Riemannian metri.Link homology via olored planar graphsKenji Aragane (Osaka City University, D1)I will introdue some new link homology theory whih ategori�es the homypolynomial. This approah is diretly related to the omputational method ofhomy polynomial by Murakami-Ohtsuki-Yamada. We shall �rst review ouronstrution of hain omplex and present some results. We will then disussthe onnetion between the Khovanov-Rozansky homology and ours. The talkis based on my master thesis.



Solutions of Einstein's �eld equations under the Kerr-Shild ansatzNaoki Hamamoto (Osaka City University, D3)A study to �nd a solution of an Einstein's equation expressed in Kerr-Shildform is done very atively by several researhers. In the ase of dimension 4, thesolutions whih are expressed by the Kerr-Shild form has been well-investigated.The most generalized solution is a high-dimensional Kerr-NUT-AdS solution atpresent ; the Riemannian urvature tensor of this solution was shown to be oftype D by a tensor alulation (hep-th/0611285).Calabi-Yau metris on the tangent bundles of spheresKaname Hashimoto (Osaka City University, M2)M.Stenzel has onstruted Calabi-Yau metris on the omplexi�ation ofompat rank one symmetri spaes. Using the Lie group ations and exis-tene of speial plurisubharmoni exhaustion funtions, he proved that therealways exist Calabi-Yau metris and the metris an be obtained by solving theO.D.E. redued from P.D.E. of Monge-Amp�ere type. In this talk, I will give anexplanation on the ase of the tangent bundle of spheres.Collars of hyperboli two-dimensional one-manifoldsKatsuhiko Hashimoto (Osaka City University, D3)For ompat Riemann surfaes, the ollar theorem is well-known to us.The main goal is to show the theorem for hyperboli two-dimensional one-manifolds(orbiforlds). we onsider all one-angles to be stritly less than �.On the genus distribution for the embedding of symmetri linksSoo-Jin Hong(Kyungpook National University, M1)A diagram D of a link an be seen as a 4-valent graph embedded in thesphere S2 with the under and over information. we an onstrut symmetrilinks eD by using the overing graph onstrution. By lifting the rotation shemeof D to that of eD naturally. we an obtain a surfae eS on whih eD is embedded.In this talk, we will try to alulate the genus of eS and study the properties ofthe genera.



4-manifolds as double branhed overings of the 4-sphereHokuto Isoda (Osaka City University, D2)It is known that any orientable losed 4-manifold an be onstruted as theovering of S4 branhed over a surfae. We onsider a question asking whih4-manifold is obtained as the double branhed overing X of S4 branhed alonga surfae F in a normal form. We show that if the �rst homology H1(M) of thedouble branhed overing M of the middle ross-setional knot K is not anydiret double, then H1(X) 6= 0, and if F is a ribbon S2-knot and H1(M) 6= 0,then H1(X) 6= 0.The Casson knot invariants of periodi knots with rational quotientsHee Jeong Jang (Pusan National University, D3)In this talk, we give a formula for the Casson knot invariant of a p-periodiknot in S3 whose quotient link is a 2-bridge link with Conway normal formC(2; 2n1;�2; 2n2; : : : ; 2n2m; 2) via the integers p; n1; n2; : : : ; n2m(p � 2 andm �1). As an appliation, for any integers n1; n2; : : : ; n2m with the same sign, wedetermine the �-unknotting number of a p-periodi knot in S3 whose quotientis a 2-bridge link C(2; 2n1;�2; 2n2; : : : ; 2n2m; 2) in terms of p; n1; n2; : : : ; n2m:We also give a reursive formula for alulating the Alexander polynomial of the2-bridge knot with Conway's normal form C(2n1; 2n2; : : : ; 2nm) via the integersn1; n2; : : : ; nm: This is a joint work with S. Y. Lee and M. Seo.On genus two Heegaard splittings of some 3-manifoldsYeonhee Jang (Osaka University, M2)Let Si be a Seifert �bered spae over a disk with two exeptional �bers(i=1,2) and let M be a 3-manifold obtained from S1 and S2 by glueing theirboundaries by a homeomorphism f . Morimoto proved that M admits at mostfour non-isotopi Heegaard splittings of genus two and onjetured that M ad-mits exatly four non-isotopi Heegaard splittings of genus two if it satis�es aertain ondition. We obtained a positive solution for this onjeture by usingthe relation between Heegaard splittings and Nielsen equivalene.Alexander polynomials of alternating knots of genus twoIn Dae Jong (Osaka City University, D1)We on�rm R. H. Fox's trapezoidal onjeture for alternating knots of genustwo by a method di�erent from P. Ozsv�ath and Z. Szab�o's proof. As an ap-pliation, we determine the alternating knots of genus two, whih possess theAlexander polynomials �(t) with �(0) = 1 and �(0) = 2.



Loal 1st order polynomial regression method for fast surfae �ttingChangdo Jung (Kyungpook National University, D1)Image segmentation is important to detet defets in omputer vision in-spetor. The loal 1st order polynomial regression method(L1PRM) is one ofsegmentation methods. The idea of L1PRM is �nding the loal line to minimizethe MSE (mean squire error) by using polynomial �tting. After �tting, we ando segmentation using deferene of image data and approximated data. Thismethod is line by line proessing. And logi is simple. We'll apply for detetingsmall defets on BLU(Bak Light Uint) inspetor.Stabilization of the semilinear wave equation with a nonlinearinternal dissipative termDaewook Kim (Pusan National University, D2)In this talk, we disuss the deay of energy for the semilinear wave equationwith nonlinear internal dissipative and soure terms,u00 ��u+ h(ru) + f(u) + g(u0) = 0 in 
� [0;1)with the boundary ondition,u = 0 on �
� [0;1)and the initial ondition,u(0) = u0; u0(0) = u1 in 
:Atually, we derive the exponential and algebrai deay of energy for the prob-lem under some assumptions on f; g; h.The Miyazawa polynomial of periodi virtual linksJoon Oh Kim (Pusan National University, D1)A virtual link L is said to have period n � 2 if it admits a virtual linkdiagram DL in R2 � f0g that is invariant under the rotation � of R2 about theorigin 0 through 2�n : The virtual link L� represented by the quotient DL=h�i isalled the fator link of L: In this talk, we give several relationships betweenthe Miyazawa polynomials of a periodi virtual link L and its fator link L�:



Equitable partitions of at assoiation shemesKijung Kim (Pusan National University, D4)An assoiation sheme is alled at if it is homogeneous and there are atmost one ommon neighbour of any two distint points with respet to anyrelation. In this talk, we show that any nontrivial equitable partition of a atassoiation sheme with a prime number of points has exatly one singleton.Jones polynomial of a symmetri link whose base is a rational linkSowon Kim (Kyungpook National University, M2)Let C(a1;a2���;an) be a rational link as the Conway notation. Let eC(a1;a2���;an)be the symmetri link onstruted from C(a1;a2���;an) as a graph overing. Inthis talk, we will study properties of the Jones polynomial of eC(a1;a2���;an) andgive an expliit formula for eV(a1;a2���;an) whose folding number is 2 or 3.On a losed braid sublinkKengo Kishimoto (Osaka City University, D1)We give an alternative proof that an oriented link with a sublink representedas a losed braid is deformed into a losed braid keeping the sublink �xed,shown by S. Lambropoulou and C. P. Rourke. Using the method, we give anestimation of the di�erene of the braid indies when the orientation of thesublink is reversed. On strongly NI ringsChang Ik Lee (Pusan National University, D4)Kim and Lee alled a ring strongly 2-primal if every fator rings of itself are2-primal. The study of strongly 2-primal rings was initiated by Birkenmeier atel. Commutative rings are more similar to suh rings than to 2-primal rings. Inthis talk, we de�ne the onept of strongly NI rings whih is a generalizationof both strongly 2-primal rings and NI rings. Thus, it is related to NIness,2-primalness and strong 2-primalness. Using some examples, eah of them isnot equivalent to strong NIness. First, we show that a ring is stronly NI if andonly if every stronlgy prime ideals are ompletely prime. Next we also studythe basi struture of strongly NI rings. Moreover we see some examples andounter examples suitable for questions raised naturally. Finally, we see somelasses of rings under whih NI rings and strongly NI rings oinide.



The Jones polynomial of periodi links with rational quotientsEun Ju Lee (Pusan National University, D1)In this talk, we introdue a reursive formula for alulating the Jones poly-nomial of 2- and 3-periodi links with rational quotient C(2; n1;�2; n2; � � � ; nr;(�1)r2) via the integers n1; n2; : : : ; nr and present the span of the Jones polyno-mial of 3-periodi links with rational quotient in terms of the integers n1; n2; : : : ; nr.This is a joint work with S. Y. Lee and M. Seo.Solving non-linear matrix equations via symmetri spae mahineryHosoo Lee (Kyungpook National University, D2)It is shown that every sympleti Hamiltonian ating on the open onvexone of positive de�nite matries via linear frational transformations on-trats any invariant metri distane inherited from a symmetri gauge funtion.This extends results of Bougerol for the Riemannian metri and of Liverani-Wojtkowski for the Thompson part metri. A uniform upper bound of theLipshitz ontration onstant for a sympleti Hamiltonian is given in terms ofthe minimum eigenvalues of its determining matries. We apply this result towell-known nonlinear matrix equations for uniqueness and existene of positivede�nite solutions and �nd a new onvergene analysis of iterative algorithms forthe positive de�nite solution depending only the least ontration oeÆient forthe invariant metri from the spetral norm.Virtual adequate linksHye Sook Lee (Kyungpook National University, D4)Generalizing the de�nition of an adequate link diagram, we de�ne a virtualadequate link diagram. We show that an adequate virtual link diagram has theminimal number of lassial rossings and two adequate virtual link diagramsof the same link has the same writhe.Seifert matries of symmetri linksIn Sook Lee (Kyungpook National University, M2)A symmetri link is a link with a diagram on whih a �nite group an at.In this talk, we will onstrut symmetri links by using the method onstrutovering graphs. By using the overing struture, we will obtain the Seifertmatries of symmetri links.



On ertain numerial invariants of hekerboard olorable virtuallinksKyeonghui Lee (Pusan National University, D2)In this talk, we generalize the signature, the nullity and the determinantof lassial oriented knots and links in S3 to those of hekerboard olorableoriented virtual knots and links in Sg � [0; 1℄ by extending the olleted Goeritzmatrix for lassial knot and link diagrams, where Sg denotes a losed orientablesurfae of genus g � 0: We also disuss some appliations of these three numer-ial invariants. This is a joint work with Y. H. Im and S. Y. Lee.A note on the trapezoidal onjetureSeungik Lee (Pusan National University, D2)In this talk, we disuss the trapezoidality of the Alexander polynomial of pe-riodi overing links over 2-bridge links with small periods 3, 4 and 5. Using theLee-Seo's reursive formula for the Alexander polynomials of periodi overinglinks over 2-bridge links with Conway normal form C(2; n1;�2; n2; :::; nr; (�2)r),we express the oeÆients of the Alexander polynomials of these periodi ov-ering links with the period 3, 4 and 5 in terms of the integers n1; n2; : : : ; nr andinvestigate the trapezoidality of them.Denjoy system and its adi modelKenihi Masui (Osaka City University, D3)It is known that uniquely ergodi Cantor system is either orbit equivalentto an odometer or to a Denjoy system. Denjoy systems are lassi�ed by itsrotation number and the on�guration of its double point set. I will explain theonstrution of an adi model of Denjoy system, whih is onstruted by nestedRokhlin towers. These are based on the Eulid algorithm of ontinued frationof rotation number and a transversal of double point set.Di�erentiable staks and Lie groupoidsTakefumi Miyoshi (Osaka City University, D3)A di�erentiable stak is a stak over the ategory of manifolds together withan atlas. From an atlas we obtain a presentation of the stak by a Lie groupoid.In this talk we study the relationship between the 2-ategory of di�erentiablestaks and the weak 2-ategory of Lie groupoids.



Some variants of a theorem of MahlerEun-Jung Moon (Kyungpook National University, M2)A generalization of Mahler's expansion is known as follows:1Xn=0(�1)n� xn ��ng(0)�nf(0) = 1Xn=0(�1)n� xn � g(n)�nf(x� n)If we take g(n) = f 0; n � 11; n = 0 , we have the generalization of Mahler's expansion1Xn=0(�1)n� xn ��ng(0)�nf(0) = 1Xn=0(�1)n� xn � g(n)�nf(x� n). We want to show thatf(x) = 1Xk=0rkf(�1)� x+ kk � = 1Xk=0rkf(�1)1�k+1an be expressed using a bakward di�erene operator r de�ned by rf(x) =f(x)� f(x� 1).The number of holomorphi setions of a holomorphi family ofRiemann surfaes indued by a ertain Kodaira surfaeToshihiro Nogi (Osaka City University, D3)We reall Mordell onjeture as follows: If a urve of genus g > 1 de�nedover a number �eld k, then there are �nitely many k-rational points on theurve. This onjeture was �rst proved by Faltings.On the other hand, we onsider Mordell onjeture over the funtion �eld.It has a geometrial formulation as follows: If a holomorphi family of Riemannsurfaes of genus g > 1 is loally non-trivial, then there are �nitely many holo-morphi setions of it. This onjeture was proved by Manin and Grauert. Sinethis onjeture was proved, we see that the �niteness of the number.In this talk, for a onrete holomorphi family whih is a ertain Kodairasurfae and is onstruted by Riera, we show that it has exatly two holomorphisetions.



Biholomorphi equivalene of ertain losed Riemann surfaes ofgenus twoTakahiro Okuyama (Osaka City University, D3)Let T� be a torus given by equation w2 = z(z� 1)(z � �) for � 2 C n f0; 1g.It is well known that two suh tori T� and T�0 are biholomorphially equivalentif and only if there exists a linear frational transformation whih takes theset of branh point f0; 1; �;1g of T� to the set of branh point f0; 1; �0;1g ofT�0 . So we see that T� and T�0 are biholomorphially equivalent if and onlyif �0 is equal to one of the following numbers: �; 1=�; 1 � �; 1=(1 � �); (� �1)=�; �=(��1). Next, let Sa be a losed Riemann surfae of genus two given byequation w2 = (z � a1)(z � a2)(z � a3)(z � a4)(z � a5)(z � a6), where a1; :::; a6are distint point on C and a = (a1; a2; a3; a4; a5; a6). It is known that twosuh Riemann surfaes Ra and Ra0 are biholomorphially equivalent if and onlyif there exists a linear frational transformation whih takes the set of branhpoint fa1; a2; a3; a4; a5; a6g of Sa to the set of branh point fa01; a02; a03; a04; a05; a06gof Sa0 . By using this, we onsider biholomorphi equivalene of speial losedRiemann surfaes of genus two, whih are onstruted by Riera. Let T̂ be a torusand �x a point p0 2 T̂ . We obtain the surfae by utting h � from p 2 T̂ ; p 6= p0to p0 and adojoining a opy ross-wise.Introduing ontat network in epidemi modelsJunpyo Park (Kyungpook National University, D1)In order to �nd patterns of the spread of Infetious Disease, a ontat net-work model is typially used. In this talk, we introdue and summarize oneptsof ontat network model and also onsider future works.The Seifert matries of periodi links with rational quotientsMaeng Sang Park (Pusan National University, D1)In this talk, we haraterize the Seifert matries of p-periodi links whosequotients are 2-bridge links with Conway normal form C(2; n1;�2; n2; :::; nr; (�2)r)and give formulas for the signature and the determinant of the 3-periodi linksin terms of the integers n1; n2; : : : ; nr. This is a joint work with S. Y. Lee andM. Seo.



A virtualized skein relation for the Jones polynomials andappliationsMi Hwa Shin (Pusan National University, M1)In 2002, N. Kamada, S. Nakabo and S. Satoh introdued a skein relation forthe Jones polynomials among positive, negative, and virtual rossings with somerestritions and studied some properties of virtual knots obtained by replainga real rossing by a virtual rossing. In this talk, we review these results anddisuss another appliation to study periodi virtual links.A remark on trivial surfaes in 3-spaeYuki Takahashi(Kobe University, D2)We will onsider a fold projetion for a surfae in the 3-spae. If a foldprojetion has the singularity whose image onsists of simple losed urves,then it is alled a simple fold projetion. We will give examples of non-trivialsurfaes with a simple fold projetion, and also give a suÆient ondition of asurfae to be trivial.The Bala-Carter theorem in good harateristiTakehisa Tsujii (Osaka City University, D2)Let G be a onneted redutive algebrai group over an algebraially losed�eld k of harateristi p. If k is the omplex �eld, it is well-known that thelassi�ation of the nilpotent G-orbits in the Lie algebra Lie(G) of G an bedesribed by the Bala-Carter theorem. Bala and Carter proved this if p = 0or p is suÆiently large. The proof in good prime harateristi was �rst givenby Pommerening, but needed ase-by-ase omputation. In 2003, a fairly shortoneptual proof of Pommerening's result was given by A. Premet. We willexplain a new shorter proof of this result.Parameters estimation of an atuator using performane indexInseok Yang (Kyungpook National University, D2)In this paper, we propose a method that utilizes atuator tehnology. Theperformane index is the quantitative value whih indies the atuator hara-teristis. By adopting the apability of loal proessing the proposed methodprovides an eÆient solution to dealing with an atuator failure without usingany redundant atuators. The estimated parameters of the atuator of a faultatuator in time � alled the time onstant.



Partition funtions of redued matrix models with lassial gaugegroupsReiji Yoshioka (Osaka City University, D3)We evaluate partition funtions of matrix models whih are obtained fromd=4 N=1 supersymmetri Yang-Mills theories with lassial (semi-)simple gaugegroups, SO(2N), SO(2N+1) and USp(2N). The alulations redue to the inte-grals over the maximal tori aording to the presription of Moore-Nekrasov-Shatashvili. We onstrut the diagrammati method to perform the integralsand then atually arry out the alulations.


